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Abstract
The influence of large- and small-scale magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes on plasma transport properties has
been studied. Poloidal and toroidal reconstruction of large m = 2 modes and their evolution in time have been
analysed, as well as their electron temperature profiles and heat transport properties with respect to the background
plasma. The confinement is improved within the magnetic island, compared to the background plasma as evidenced
by a secondary temperature maximum at the centre of the island. The perpendicular heat diffusivity inside the
island is estimated to be of the order of 0.01 m2 s−1, which is close to the neoclassical value. By cross-correlation
of different electron cyclotron emission (ECE) channels, temperature fluctuations in the presence of MHD modes
are investigated. For m = 2 islands, they are found to be different for the X- and the O-points. Evidence of a small
mode with higher m number between the q = 1 and 2 radii is given.
PACS numbers: 52.35.Py, 52.55.Fa, 52.35.Tn, 52.70.Gw
1. Introduction
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes and their influence on
the transport properties of tokamak plasmas are important
research themes at TEXTOR [1, 2]. The evolution of the
electron temperature distributions of the islands in relation to
that of the background plasma is studied by means of fast
electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostics. The ECE
diagnostic set-up at TEXTOR tokamak makes it possible to
analyse the temperature gradients inside the island in detail.
These observation help to understand the flow of the heat
flux from the plasma core around and inside the island. At
TEXTOR, the temperature and density profiles are essentially
flat inside the island. Moreover, under certain conditions,
when radiation losses inside large m/n = 2/1 mode are
not dominant, and its width increases linearly, a secondary
* This is an extended version of the paper presented at the 12th Joint Workshop
on ECE and ECRH (Aix-en-Provence, 13–16 May 2002).
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b Partners in the Trilateral Euregio Cluster.
temperature and density peaking are observed inside the island
[1]. This is an indication that the confinement inside the
island is improved, compared to the background plasma. One
should note, however, that the secondary density peaking
is much more pronounced than the secondary temperature
peaking. In this paper, the heat diffusivities along and across
the field lines inside the large m/n = 2/1 island in TEXTOR
are analysed using the extended Rutherford model [3] and the
resistance network model [4].
Investigation of the temperature fluctuations in the
presence of MHD modes has been made by means of cross-
correlation between different ECE channels. Since a dedicated
ECE correlation diagnostic will only become available in
the near future, first analysis has been made using different
channels of the ECE-imaging system (see section 2). With
some assumptions, cross-correlation has been done between
spatially separated ECE diagnostics, such as ECE-imaging
and the radial ECE systems. Temperature fluctuations are
found to be different for the O- and X-points of the m = 2
island. Another striking result is an observation by ECE of the
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Figure 1. A schematic (top) view of the TEXTOR ECE diagnostics:
the 11-channel radiometer (ECE-11) and 16-channel system
(ECE-16) are located at approximately 135˚ and 236˚, respectively,
with respect to the location of the ECE-imaging (ECE-I). Also the
locations of the pulsed radar reflectometer (PRR) and the Thomson
scattering (TS) system are indicated. The toroidal separation in
degrees between different diagnostic ports is shown, as are the
frequencies of the various ECE systems and the locations of their
antennae.
existence of small modes with higher m number in the q = 1
and 2 vicinities, that has been earlier observed on the density
evolution by the pulsed radar reflectometer [5, 6].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
the various diagnostics used for the analysis are described.
Transport properties of plasma in presence of large MHD
modes, as well as some aspects of the island rotation are
discussed in section 3. The results of the temperature
fluctuation measurements, associated with large and small
modes, are presented in section 4. Finally, a conclusion is
given in section 5.
2. Diagnostic set-up and machine parameters
The set of ECE (second–third harmonic, X-mode) diagnostics
at the TEXTOR tokamak (R0 = 1.75 m, a = 0.46 m,
Bt < 2.9 T) consists of five standard heterodyne radial systems
and one vertical oriented imaging system. The diagnostics
used for this paper include a radial set consisting of three
six-channel spectrometers (104–114, 125–130, 133–148 GHz,
sampling rate up to 50 kHz) and a 16-channel heterodyne
ECE radiometer (96–146 GHz, 2 MHz) all using the same
low field side (LFS) antenna, and 11-channel radiometer
(105–145 GHz, 25 kHz) with a combined LFS/HFS antenna
[7]. The 16-channel ECE-imaging system (400 kHz, spatial
resolution of 1.3 cm) measures along a vertical chord at
114 GHz, ranging from −0.1 to 0.1 m with respect to the
equatorial plane [8, 9].
The 11-channel heterodyne radiometer is absolutely
calibrated by means of a hot–cold source. All other ECE
diagnostics are cross-calibrated with respect to the 11-channel
radiometer, or to the high-resolution Thomson scattering
system [10, 11].
To study the electron density profile evolution as well
as coherent and broadband density fluctuations, a pulsed
radar reflectometer is being used [12]. It is based on the
measurement of the time-of-flight of short (∼1 ns) microwave
pulses that are reflected in the plasma at density layers where
the microwave frequency equals the local plasma frequency
(for the O-mode polarization).
The Doppler-shift of the C VI line measured by charge
exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) allows to
reconstruct toroidal ion rotation profiles. This system
requires a co-neutral beam injector (NBI-1) to be operational.
A VUV/XUV spectrometer is used to study impurities in
plasma.
The location of various diagnostics at TEXTOR is shown
in figure 1.
3. Transport properties of plasma in presence of
large MHD modes
Large MHD modes at TEXTOR are usually created by a fast
density ramp up with a slower current ramp up in the early
phase of the discharge [2]. To increase the mode width and
to reduce and flatten the toroidal plasma (counter-)rotation
profile, co-neutral beam injection (co-NBI) of a few hundreds
of kilowatt is being applied. With reduced rotation, wall
stabilization is also reduced, which results in general in larger
island width. Counter neutral beam injection (counter-NBI)
(at lower than co-NBI power) is being used to prevent the mode
from wall locking and, thus, from a disruption. In figure 2, a
typical example of a discharge with a large m = 2 mode is
shown. The current ramp up is continued up to 1 s, and the
line averaged electron density has reached its maximum of
2.2 × 1019 m−3 at ∼0.9 s. The toroidal magnetic field Bt was
2.4 T at the geometric radius of the vessel R0 = 1.75 m. No
additional gas puff has been performed in this shot.
3.1. The q = 2 radial position and m/n = 2/1 island width
calculations
Using the different ECE diagnostics, the evolution of the
electron temperature profiles has been studied for the rotating
m/n = 2/1 island. In order to estimate the island width
properly, the q = 2 surface position should be determined
correctly. Since most of the magnetic diagnostics were not
available for this series of shots, the q = 2 position can be
either determined from the inversion of the ECE oscillations
between different channels, or calculated from the current
density profile, which is derived from the temperature profile
assuming Spitzer resistivity.
For the same shot as in figure 2, the temporal evolution of
the temperature profiles through the O- and the X-points of the
island has been studied. Using a coordinate transformation and
taking the total plasma displacement of ∼9 cm into account
(which is a combination of a programmed radial plasma
displacement and the Shafranov shift), it is possible to have
the full temperature profiles using the data from all ECE
diagnostics, even though they measure at different toroidal
and poloidal positions. Figure 3 shows the evolution of
the temperature profiles inside/outside the m/n = 2/1 island
at the LFS at six points in time. The temperature flattening
inside the island is clearly seen. The q = 2 position is
determined to be at the crossing of the profiles through the
O- and the X-points of the island. One should note that
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Figure 2. Example of a discharge where a large m = 2 mode has
been created. For this shot, the magnetic field Bt = 2.4 T. Co-NB
(∼160 kW) injection is applied at 0.5 s. Evolution of the electron
density and plasma current is shown in (a). Spectrogram (b) shows
that the frequency of the mode is slowing down from 1.5 to 0.5 kHz,
then spinning up to 1 kHz at ∼0.88 s during a very short time
interval, and slowing down again finally leading to a disruption. At
∼0.88 s, an increase of the C IV intensity (c) is observed by the
VUV/XUV spectrometer. The mode activity is clearly seen on the
115 GHz ECE channel at the time between 0.45 and 1.07 s (b).
the plasma current is still in the ramp up phase until ∼1 s,
so the q = 2 surface is shifting outwards. It can also be
seen that the asymmetry of the island is increasing, as the
island grows. Around t ∼ 1 s, the q = 2 surface moves out
of sight of the 112 GHz ECE channel at R = 2.11 m, and
there are only two ECE channels located outside q = 2 at
R = 2.17 m (109 GHz) and R = 2.205 m (107 GHz). Under
the assumption that outside and close to the island separatrix
the electron temperature is a flux function [13], the q = 2
position has been calculated for this time using the following
relations [14]:
r = Te
dTe/dr
, (3.1.1)
Rq=2 = R114 + r, (3.1.2)
where Te is the difference between temperatures at the X- and
O-points of the island at R114 = 2.07 m (as measured by the
114 GHz ECE channel), dTe/dr is the temperature gradient at
the X-point calculated for the same R, r is a displacement of
the flux surfaces in the neighbourhood of the separatrix, which
is proportional to the change of the island width w, R114 is the
location of the 114 GHz channel (R114 − R0 = 0.32 m). If the
island is radially symmetrical with respect to the q = 2, r can
be described as the island half-width w/2. This can be seen in
figure 3 for the times before 0.85 s. Close to the disruption at
1.07 s, however, the asymmetry between the core-facing and
the wall-facing separatrices is very large, and r almost equals
to the island width w.
Another method to determine the q = 2 radial position is to
calculate it from the toroidal current density profile evolution.
For the plasma parameters in this shot, neoclassical corrections
to Spitzer’s resistivity [15, 16] can be neglected. Then, the
radial profile of q can be calculated as follows:
q(ρ) = ρ
2Bt(R0)
µ0R0ks
∫ ρ
0 ρ
′T 3/2e (ρ ′) dρ ′
. (3.1.3)
Here, ks is a constant that depends on the total plasma
current Ipa, ion effective plasma charge Zeff and the
electron temperature profile Te(ρ), ρ = [r − (ρ)]/a =
[(R − R0) − (ρ)]/a is the dimensionless flux surface
coordinate that depends on the plasma displacement of each
flux surface(ρ). For the NBI-heated discharges at TEXTOR,
Zeff typically varies from 2.5 to 3.5 [17].
In figure 4(a), the dimensionless island width w/a and
displacement r/a are shown for the same shot as in figures 2
and 3. The width of the island is assumed to be equal to the
radial size of the flat spot at the O-point (as seen in figure 3).
Using equation (3.1.1), the r has been calculated. The
error bars are defined from the spatial resolution for each
channel and from the radial separation between the channels.
Figure 4(b) shows the evolution in time of the q = 2 position
as determined from the profiles in figure 3 and calculations
using equation (3.1.3). In figure 4(c), the calculated radial
q profile is shown for ∼0.97 s. It has been found from the
calculation of current density profiles with both Spitzer and
neoclassical resistivities that less than 5% of the total toroidal
plasma current is flowing outside q = 2. Then, one can assume
that the radial position of the q = 2 surface does not depend
too strongly on the shape of the current density profile. For
this particular shot, no sawtooth activity, as well as no clear
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of temperature profiles through O (blue circles) and X (magenta crosses) points of the large m/n = 2/1 island
at the LFS. As the mode grows, its asymmetry with respect to the q = 2 position becomes more pronounced. At ∼1.05 s, the total island
width (as shown by green arrows) is almost equal to its displacement r . Dashed lines are extrapolated temperature profiles, since there are
only a very few ECE channels located outside q = 2. Between R = 2.170–2.205 m, also a small m/n = 3/1 mode activity has been
detected.
m/n = 1/1 mode, have been observed, which suggest q0 to
be greater than 1. The value of qa depends on the total plasma
current and changes from 4.6 for Ipa = 315 kA at 0.8 s to 4.03
for Ipa = 360 kA at 1 s. Some values calculated for ∼0.97 s are
shown in table 1. It can be seen that the agreement between
measured and calculated evolution of the q = 2 position is
quite good; in the order of the spatial resolution of the ECE
diagnostics.
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Figure 4. The dimensionless width w and displacement r of the
large m/n = 2/1 island (a) and the q = 2 position (b) as functions
of time. As can be seen from plot (a), the island width grows
linearly up to ∼0.8 s, and then its growth rate increases markedly.
The calculated radial q profile at ∼0.97 s is shown in (c).
3.2. Transport properties of plasma in presence of the large
m/n = 2/1 island
As has been reported earlier in [1], secondary temperature
and density peaking inside the m/n = 2/1 island has
Table 1. Some parameters at q = 2 position (Rq=2 ≈ 2.11 m) for
the time of ∼0.97 s (see figure 3).
Te ne τe ηSp j v
thermal
e
(eV) (m−3) (s) ( m) (kA m−2) (m s−1)
260 2 × 1019 2 × 10−6 5 × 10−7 100 2 × 107
been observed indicating an improved confinement inside the
island. Although the secondary density peaking is almost
always present, as evidenced by the pulsed radar reflectometer
measurements, the secondary temperature peaking appearance
depends strongly on the island width and asymmetry.
Figures 5(a) and (b) show the evolution of the pulsed radar
reflectometer signal at 47 GHz and HFS ECE channels at 140
and 145 GHz. For this shot, Bt = 2.25 T at the plasma
centre, and ne = 2.2 × 1019 m−3 at the q = 2 radius.
The secondary temperature peaking of 30 eV, compare to the
temperature at the island’s separatrix, is observed by the ECE
channel. A secondary density and temperature peaking inside
the island has been observed before by the Thomson scattering
measurements at RTP [14] and TEXTOR [18, 19]. An example
is shown in figure 5(c).
For the same shot as shown in figures 2–4 and parameters
given in table 1, the transport properties of the TEXTOR
plasma in the presence of the large islands have been studied
using the extended Rutherford model [3, 14] and the resistance
network analogy model described in [4].
In this TEXTOR shot, the total temperature flattening
inside the island at the LFS is clearly seen (see figure 3).
The resistance network model has been applied for t = 0.97 s.
The ratio between parallel and perpendicular transport times
inside the island can be expressed as follows:
τ||
τ⊥
=
(
mπRq∗
w
)2
χ⊥
χ||
. (3.2.1)
Here, q∗ is the safety factor related to the field line helicity
around the magnetic axis of the island just inside the separatrix.
In general, q∗ is a function of the current density profile inside
the island:
q∗ = 8πr
2Bt(R0)
µ0m3δI
, (3.2.2)
where δI is an incremental current associated with the O-point
of the island. From [20], the island width can be expressed in
terms of the radial magnetic field perturbation at the rational
surface B˜r :
w = 4
√
ρq
mBp∂q/∂ρ
√
B˜r (3.2.3)
with all the quantities taken at the rational surface. From B˜r ,
the amplitude of the perturbed component of the poloidal field
can be deduced for the given m and n mode numbers, and
the incremental current δI can be calculated. Unfortunately,
no useful magnetic diagnostics were available for this shot
programme to measure the perturbed poloidal magnetic field.
Nevertheless, a very rough approximation can be made
using equation (3.2.3) and following the method for the δI
calculation described in [4]. Then, B˜r ∼ 2 × 10−3 T, and
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Figure 5. Secondary density and temperature peaking inside the
large m/n = 2/1 island as evidenced by the pulsed radar
reflectometer at the LFS and ECE at the HFS (a) and (b). For this
shot, the island width is estimated to be about 4–5 cm. The island is
symmetrical at the HFS, with respect to the q = 2 position. The
Thomson scattering profiles (c) confirm the secondary density
peaking and temperature flattening inside the island. (c) is taken
from [19] with kind permission of the authors.
δI is estimated to be in the order of a few kiloampere.
Equation (3.2.2) can be written in the following form:
q∗ = 32π ρq
2
m3w2 ∂q/∂ρ
. (3.2.2a)
For the island width of 5.5–6.0 cm and ∂q/∂ρ ≈ 12 m−1, the
q∗ value calculated by using equation (3.2.2a) is found to be
about 350. The calculated q∗ value depends strongly on the
island width w and radial position ρ, which are determined
from the measurements. Then, the error bar for q∗ can be
quite considerable.
For the parameters given in table 1, the parallel heat
diffusivity χ|| ∼ v2e τe is calculated to be ∼6 × 108 m2 s−1.
The temperature flattening inside the island is very pronounced
and the difference between temperatures in the O-point and the
background plasma at the same radius is high (figure 3), thus,
the ratio of τ||/τ⊥ much smaller than 1 is expected [4]. From
equation (3.2.1), one can estimate χ⊥ to be about 0.13τ||/τ⊥,
so the expected value approaches the neoclassical.
Similar conclusions can be drawn if one applies the
extended Rutherford model [3, 14] to TEXTOR plasmas. The
island growth can be written as follows (with all quantities
taken at the resonant surface):
dw
dt
= 1.22 η
µ0
′ −
(
0.9ηjq
Bp∂q/∂ρ
)
P˜T
χ⊥Te
. (3.2.4)
Here, ′ is the stability factor depending on the local averaged
∇j , P˜T is the total net power density per particle in the island,
j is the current density. If the radiation losses are not important,
the second term in equation (3.2.4) can be neglected. The
island grows linearly during the time interval of 0.65–0.8 s (see
figure 4), and ′ is calculated to be ∼0.5. A faster growth starts
after 0.85 s. As ′ does not change very much, it means that
P˜T becomes negative due to the increasing radiation losses. It
should be noted that at this time the enhancement in the C IV line
is observed by the VUV/XUV spectrometer (see figure 2). This
is an indication that the impurity level has rapidly increased
in a very thin layer (of 2–3 cm) close to the wall, and the
plasma edge has started to cool down. Simultaneously, the
temperature inside the island drops from 390 eV at 0.8 s down
to 190 eV prior to the disruption, yielding an increase in the
radiation losses inside the island. Integration and solution
of equation (3.2.4) gives: P˜T/χ⊥ ≈ −1.1 × 105 eV m−2.
Since temperature inside the island drops over 200 eV from
0.8 to 1.07 s, P˜T is found to be of the order of 1000 eV s−1
and, therefore, χ⊥ ∼ 0.01 m2 s−1. This is in agreement
with the result obtained using equation (3.2.1), and much less
than the global heat diffusivity of about 1.5 m2 s−1 following
from the energy confinement time τE of 30–40 ms for the
NBI-heated plasmas at TEXTOR.
3.3. Some aspects of modes rotation in TEXTOR plasma
The rotation of the large MHD modes in TEXTOR has been
extensively studied in the past [1]. However, using the unique
feature of the ECE-imaging system to observe a vertical line of
sight in the vicinity of theq = 2 surface at the LFS, it is possible
to study the island rotation in the poloidal direction. A typical
example is shown in figure 6(a), where the large m/n = 2/1
mode has inverted its toroidal rotation direction at ∼0.565 s due
to the co-NB injection, and locks to the wall at ∼0.63 s. As
can be seen from the contour plots in figures 6(d) and (e), the
total island rotation velocity projected on the poloidal direction
is ∼1100–1200 m s−1 and 300–350 m s−1 before and after the
rotation inversion, respectively. Taking into account that the
magnetic island is a helical structure rotating with the plasma,
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Figure 6. (a) A large m/n = 2/1 mode and its spectrogram as monitored by the ECE-imaging system. The rotation inversion occurs at
∼0.565 s; (b)–(d) contour plot of the normalized temperature measured by ECE-imaging. The position of the central channel is shown by
the dotted line. The hot spot at z = −0.06 is due to the noise of the channel at this position. Lines in (c) and (d) match the X-point
propagation and are being used to calculate the projection of the mode rotation velocity on poloidal direction.
the diamagnetic frequency (due to the electron diamagnetic
current) f ∗e can be calculated for the time of the rotation
inversion [21]:
fMHD = n vtor2πR0 + m
vpol
2πr
+ mf ∗e , (3.3.1)
where m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers,
vtor and vpol are the toroidal and poloidal ion velocities,
respectively, and the sign depends on whether or not the
toroidal magnetic field is oriented in the same direction as the
plasma current. In equation (3.3.1), it has been assumed that
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the MHD eigenfrequency is negligibly small. The electron
diamagnetic frequency is given by
f ∗e =
1
2πeneBt
1
r
∂pe
∂r
≈ 1
2πeBtr
∂Te
∂r
, (3.3.2)
under the assumption that the electron density does not change
too much in the vicinity of the m/n = 2/1 island. The toroidal
velocity, in its turn, consists of the components parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field line, v||tor and v⊥tor. This
means that the ECE-imaging measurement of the rotating
island is not able to distinguish between purely poloidal
velocity component and the toroidal rotation velocity projected
on the poloidal direction. As will be shown below, in some
cases the poloidal rotation is quite essential and, therefore,
cannot be neglected.
As has been described before, at ∼0.575 s the mode
rotation direction has been reversed. At this moment,
equation (3.3.1) can be rewritten as:
1
Bt
∂Te
∂r
=
[
n
m
r
R0
vtor + vpol
]
. (3.3.3)
From the CXRS diagnostic, one can derive a value
for the ion toroidal rotation at q = 2 (rq=2 = 0.37 m)
being 1.2 × 104 m s−1 (figure 7). The time averaged
electron temperature gradient at q = 2 is about (1–1.5) ×
103 eV m−1, yielding the ion poloidal rotation velocity vpol to
be ∼580–850 m s−1.
According to the neoclassical theory [22, 23], the poloidal
rotation can be written as:
vpol = 5.33 × 10−22k c
eB0
∂Ti
∂r
, (3.3.4)
in which k is a numerical factor depending on the collisionality
(in this case, k ≈ 0.4), c is the speed of light, and dTi/dr is the
ion temperature gradient in the q = 2 vicinity. The CXRS
measurements give the ion temperature gradient of about
3.4 keV m−1, leading to the poloidal velocity of 560 m s−1.
Figure 7. The ion velocity rotation profiles for the same shot as in
figure 6. The sampling rate of the CXRS system is 50 ms, meaning
that fast change in the toroidal velocity cannot be
observed.
This is equal to or less than the value derived from the
experimental values put into equation (3.3.3).
It should be noted that in more standard TEXTOR
discharges with strong momentum input given by NBI
the toroidal plasma rotation of 105 m s−1 dominates the
observed MHD frequency in equation (3.3.1) with only minor
contribution from the poloidal rotation and the diamagnetic
frequency.
3.4. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the large
m/n = 2/1 mode
Using different ECE diagnostics, a three-dimensional mode
reconstruction has been made for the same shot as in figure 2.
The evolution of the m/n = 2/1 mode around the torus is
shown in figure 8(a). The flat spot at the O-point is very
pronounced, compare to the X-point. For this discharge, an
3/1-mode activity has been also detected (figure 8(b)). The
q = 3 position is estimated to be at r = 0.43 m. From the ECE-
imaging system, similar evolution in the poloidal direction is
shown in figure 9(a). In figure 9(b) the temperature profiles
from the vertically aligned ECE-imaging diagnostic show how
the vertical position of the X-point changes in time.
In the contour plot in figure 10, for the radial set of
ECE channels, the ‘hot’ spot of the m/n = 1/1 mode is
T e
T e
Figure 8. The three-dimensional mode reconstruction for one
rotation period around the torus. The O- and X-points of the
m/n = 2/1 island are clearly visible. In the bottom plot, channels at
109 and 107 GHz indicate the presence of a 3/1 mode.
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Figure 9. The three-dimensional reconstruction of the m/n = 2/1
mode in the poloidal direction. The temperature profiles shows how
the X-point is moving through the viewline of the vertical set of
ECE-imaging channels.
always in phase with the X-point of the m/n = 2/1 island
at the LFS. This has also been observed at RTP [24]. In this
shot, no sawtooth activity has been detected, so this kind of
m = 1 island behaviour is typical of a slow precursor, when
it couples with the m = 2 and 3 modes further outwards.
This behaviour leads to the disruption (minor or major). Some
mechanisms that lead to the disruption through the coupling
between different modes are described in [25]. Since the
m = 1 mode does not show a clear tearing mode topology in
this shot, the terminology of ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ spots, instead of
X- and O-points, will be used. It should be noted that them = 1
mode has a strong asymmetry with respect to the plasma centre
at R = 1.82 m, so its ‘hot’ spot is much more pronounced at
the LFS than at the HFS. Both this and the radial m/n = 2/1
island asymmetries are an indication that ballooning effects are
taking place.
From figures 8–10, the full picture of the island phases at
TEXTOR can be made. Figure 11 shows the mode topology for
the phases when the O- and X-points, respectively, are located
in the equatorial plane at the LFS.
Figure 10. Evolution of the m = 2 and 1 modes as seen by the
radial set of the ECE channels. The central m = 1 mode is coupled
to the m = 2 mode such that its ‘hot’ spot is always in phase with
the X-point at the LFS.
Figure 11. Schematic drawing of the relative phases of the islands
with different m numbers. The ECE-imaging line of sight is shown
at the LFS.
3.5. Evidence of a small-scale mode with higher m number
associated with the large m = 2 island
One of the new results obtained recently with the ECE
diagnostics at TEXTOR is the evidence of a small-scale mode
associated with the large m = 2 island. In figure 12, a periodic
increase of the temperature on top of the main m = 2 mode
is seen by the fast ECE spectrometers at the HFS and by
the 11-channel ECE radiometer at the LFS. Earlier, the same
behaviour has been observed by the pulsed radar reflectometer
in the density time traces [5]. In these shots, co- and counter-
NBI with the same powers has been used. To make a proper
estimation of m and n numbers for this mode, its location
should be identified first. The q = 2 position is found to
be at R = 1.52 m at the HFS and at R = 2.11 m at the
LFS. It should be noted that the small mode has appeared
immediately after the minor disruption, and no traces of this
mode have been found before it. Some sawtooth activity has
been detected just after the minor disruption for about 6 ms,
but then it has vanished (figure 13(a)), and an m = 1 mode
develops with the same characteristics as described earlier in
section 3.4. Suddenly, the amplitude of the large m/n = 2/1
island is modulated by the small mode. Analysis shows that
the frequency of the small mode is twice as much as that for
the m/n = 2/1 island and equals 1.3 kHz after the disruption
(figure 13(b)). This is also in agreement with the measurements
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(c) (d)
Figure 12. Evidence for a small mode in TEXTOR: (a) the contour plot for (Te − T¯e)/T¯e shows periodical increase of temperature on top of
the m = 2 mode; (b) pulsed radar reflectometer (top) and ECE (bottom) raw signals clearly indicate the fast change in frequency for the high
m modes between 1.447 and 1.455 s; (c) spectrogram of the LFS ECE signal (107 GHz); (d) spectrogram of the HFS ECE signal (142 GHz)
with arrows showing the frequency change of the small-scale mode from 1.5 to 3.7 kHz, dots are results obtained with the help of a pulsed
radar reflectometer.
performed by magnetic diagnostics, which show the presence
of a mode with n = 2. The small-scale mode remains coupled
with m = 1 and 2 modes up to a certain time, and then its
frequency suddenly increases from 1.5 to 3.7 kHz in a very
short time interval of about 7 ms. At the same time, the m = 1
and 2 modes are still coupled and continue to slow down. There
are two possibilities that could possibly lead to this kind of
behaviour:
• The observed small mode could be a 3/2 mode. From
figure 5(a), a modulation caused by this mode is
pronounced inside the q = 2 surface. From the
ECE data, the location of q = 1.5 is estimated to be
somewhere between R = 1.97–2.04 m at the LFS and
R = 1.56–1.62 m at the HFS. The uncertainty of 6–7 cm
is due to the large radial separation between the channels at
this radial position. However, the mechanisms that force
the m/n ≈ 3/2 mode to uncouple at some time from
the strongly coupled m = 1 and 2 modes are not very
clear. From the CXRS measurements, it follows that the
toroidal ion velocity is very small at values of 3–7 km s−1
in the vicinity of q = 3/2. This means that differences in
the diamagnetic frequency and/or the poloidal ion velocity
can create a large difference in fMHD of the various modes.
Thus, a sudden change in the local diamagnetic pressure
could possibly cause the small mode to uncouple from the
2/1 and 1/1 ones.
• A higher-m mode with 1 < m/n < 2. The break-up
of the magnetic topology could lead to the creation of a
chain of small islands with higher m and n numbers (e.g.
with m = 6–12 and n = 4–8, respectively) but with their
ratio 1 < m/n < 2. With the present spatial resolution of
the ECE diagnostics this possibility could not be further
investigated.
4. Temperature fluctuations associated with the
large MHD modes
As has been shown earlier in [26], the broadband density
fluctuations in the presence of the large m = 2 mode
at TEXTOR are enhanced at the X-point of the island,
compared to its O-point (see also figure 14). To measure the
temperature fluctuations, a cross-correlation analysis between
neighbouring ECE-imaging channels has been done. When
frequency bands are very close, they correspond to mostly
overlapped sample volumes, so that r.m.s. value and cross
power spectrum of the local Te fluctuations can be calculated
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Figure 13. The behaviour of the electron temperature as measured
by ECE after a minor disruption (a) at q = 1.5. The mode with
n = 2 can be seen soon after 1.42 s as a modulation on top of 2/1
mode oscillations and indicated by arrows. It is coupled to the
m = 2 mode and has a twice as high frequency of 1.3 kHz, as can be
seen from the cross-correlation wavelet spectrum obtained at the
period from 1.42 to 1.435 s (b).
Figure 14. Power spectra of a pulsed radar reflectometer channel
(33 GHz, LFS) shows an enhancement of density fluctuations below
∼100 kHz at the X-point of the m/n = 2/1 island, compare to the
O-point [26]. In this figure, light colour corresponds to a higher
power level.
from the cross-correlation between these signals. These
adjacent channels are slightly displaced above and below
the midplane on the LFS. The principles of the temperature
fluctuation measurements by this method are described in
detail in [27, 28]. For this analysis, the time interval of
one mode oscillation (figure 15(a)) for the same shot as in
figure 2 has been subdivided into several windows. The
mean temperature was subtracted from the signals and they
were subsequently subjected to a wavelet transform, which
rather than a Fourier transform, gives better accuracy for the
relatively short data records and does not average the spatial
information [29]. One should note, however, that these time
intervals are very short, so the accuracy in determination of
exact fluctuation frequencies and amplitudes is rather high even
for the wavelet transform, so mainly a qualitative analysis can
be made. These observations are in agreement with those for
density fluctuations. The wavelet cross-spectrum shows an
enhancement of the broadband temperature fluctuations in the
vicinity of the X-point, compared to the O-point of the m = 2
island (figure 15(b)). It is necessary to mention, however, that
the r.m.s. values of the fluctuations, normalized to the mean
value of the temperature for each time window (figures 15(d)
and (e), see the method described in [30]), as well as their
spectra, do not show a significant difference between O- and
X-points. If one uses a mixing length argument, one derives
for T˜e/∇Te a length scale of 1 cm at the X-point and 4 cm at
the O-point. In conclusion, one can say that the turbulence
characteristics are quite different: at the X-point small-scale
lengths at high frequencies; at the O-point long-scale lengths
at low frequencies. The detailed studies of the broadband
temperature fluctuations under different plasma parameters
and heating regimes will be done in future, when a dedicated
ECE correlation technique will become available.
5. Conclusion
Comparison between two models for the plasma transport
properties study inside the large MHD islands gives
estimations of the heat diffusivities which are much lower
than the global plasma heat diffusivity. The three-dimensional
reconstruction of large modes in TEXTOR allows to model
the island as a structure with closed flux surfaces. The main
plasma heat flux flows through the X-point area, probably
along stochastic magnetic field lines. The perpendicular
transport through the island is very much reduced. This
is confirmed by a temperature profile flattening and even
secondary peaking inside the island, compared to the X-point.
The same observations have been made in the electron density
profiles. The broadband temperature and density fluctuation
measurements in the vicinity of the X-point confirm that the
magnetic topology is probably stochastic there, compared to
the O-point.
The mode rotation studies with the ECE-imaging
diagnostic have shown that the purely poloidal component
of plasma rotation can be significant in some Ohmic and
NBI-heated discharges at TEXTOR, especially when large
modes are present with low toroidal ion velocity. It is
confirmed that if the m = 1, 2 and 3 modes with n = 1
number are coupled, they have their X- or O-points in phase
at the LFS. The large islands are almost always asymmetric at
the LFS and symmetric at the HFS, although, the total island
width is the same in both cases.
Both the ECE and the pulsed radar reflectometer
diagnostics have confirmed an evidence of a small mode with
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Figure 15. The (wavelet) cross-spectrum ((b), dark colour corresponds to a higher power) of two adjacent ECE-imaging signals ((a), only
one signal is shown) shows an enhancement of the temperature fluctuations in the X-point vicinity of a large m = 2 mode. Wavelet power
spectra for the O- and the X-points (e) shows that these fluctuations are in the frequency range of 20–150 kHz, though higher frequencies
dominate the turbulence characteristics for the X-point, compared to the O-point. The r.m.s. values for the mean-removed signal (c), as well
as the normalized r.m.s. values (d), are given for comparison.
1 < m/n < 2. The mechanisms that force this mode to
uncouple from the 1/1 and 2/1 modes are not very clear yet.
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